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Truly Legendary
Finally! After years of waiting I had the chance to 
get hold of one of the world’s greatest preamplifiers

It has a fantastic reputation. And since I 
had the opportunity to give one of Ken 

Stevens’ power amplifiers a close inspec-
tion some years ago, I was sure that this 
reputation is justified: I’m talking about 
the Convergent SL1 in maximum confi-
guration, which goes by the name of „Le-
gend“. The number of incarnations of this 
magnificent preamplifier has become quite 
high by now, and I’m far from being able 
to list all evolutionary stages by heart – not 

surprising considering a 30 year product 
history. But that’s just one of the reasons 
for the exceptional status this device has: 
It has actually been developed further and 
further without being replaced by a succes-
sor. Of course there has to be an exquisite 
phono preamp module in such a device – 
and indeed, roundabout half of all techni-
cal effort is looking after pickup cartridge 
signals only. Sure, you can get the SL1 as 
a pure line stage for 3,000 Euro less, but 
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Finally! After years of waiting I had the chance to 
get hold of one of the world’s truly big preamplifiers

Team players

Turntables: 
·  Transrotor Fat Bob / Reed 3p

Cartridges: 
·  Lyra Etna

Power amplifiers: 
·  Rowland Model 525
·  Accuphase E-606

Loudspeakers: 
·  Audio Physic Avantera
·  Avalon Idea

Accessories: 
·  Power synthesizer Accuphase 

PS1210 
·  several interconnects 
·  Phono cables: van den Hul 
·  Speaker cables: Transparent 

Opponents

Phono preamplifiers: 
·  MalValve preamp three phono

Preamps: 
·  Rowland Capri S2
·  MalValve preamp four line

nimal, which is a clear indicator for the 
quality of Stevens’ circuit topology. The 
tubes? They’re normal 6922 (E88CC) and 
12AX7 (ECC83) double triodes. The pho-
no preamp can be switched from MM to 
MC using a small switch on the board, ex- 
/ including two encapsulated transformers. 
They lift the signal by only 11 dB intentio-
nally, so the CAT delivers 58 dB of phono 
amplification max – that should be always 
enough in practice. 

According to Stevens, the relatively 
low step up ratio significantly improves
the results. Apart from that, there are 
many foil capacitors to be found, all of 
them wea-ring a Convergent print. The 
latest coup are the “Black Path” types, 
custom built for Convergent and said to 
boast extremely low dielectric losses, 
which, according to Stevens, are the 
main reason for sound impairments due 
to capacitors. What else is there? Many 
semiconductors. Together with those in 
the power supply, they constitute – 
among other things – 22 different voltage 
regulators and serve several auxiliary 
functions. In terms of measurements the 
CAT is an absolute winner with im-
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who’d want to do that? Ah yes, the price: 
21,000 Euros including the phono stage. 
Unfortunately. Another thing: The Legend 
(there’s a more simply structured model 
called Renaissance, too) first and foremost 
creates a little transport problem… 

That’s due to the net weight of 36 kg
and the fact that the preamp cabinet 
and the external power supply are 
fixed to each  other with a meanly stiff 
cable. Ken Stevens obviously isn’t a 
proponent of a “light and stiff” 
approach, his preamp basically is a 
vault that unconditionally protects the 
delicate audio signals from any kind of 
external mechanical, electrical and ma-
gnetic hardship. The heavy lid is a show 
in itself: It’s not just a metal sheet with 
some cooling vents but an acoustically 
dead silent sandwich construction. The 
SL1 has a single ended layout, that’s
why there are only RCA sockets on the 
back, although XLRs are an option.
Two pairs are reserved for phono (one 
for the signal, one pair for the terminal 
impedance plugs), two pairs deal with 
high level inputs, two pairs for the tape 
loop and two more pairs for the outputs 
– one of them with fixed output level
for home cinema applications. Several 
rocker switches on the front take care of
the input selection: One selects between
Source and Tape, one bet-ween Phono
and Line, one between Line 1 and Line 2.
That’s maybe a tad spartan, but
functional. By the way, the input signals 
are actually routed via these switches; there
are no relays in this amp.

However, the channel separation and
signal-to-noise-ratio are excellent,
anyway. The volume must be set 
using two rotary switches that offer 
46 lock-in positions. That’s how 
many voltage dividers these level 
control gems can put into the 
signal path. The switches are small 
electro-mechanical pieces of art 
and definitely can’t be bought off 
the shelf. The whole construction is 
a feast for the  eyes, in the first 
place. The amplifier design resides 
on a full format Teflon board and 
works with 10 tubes overall. One 
half is dealing with phono signals, 
the other half with high level 
signals. Actually the differences 
between the two circuits are mi-

The manufacturer 
supplies resistance plugs 
for cartridge adaptation 

Slightly rustic in appearance and 
heavy as lead: The SL1 Legend weighs 
about 30 kilos including the power supply.
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What we listened to
Loreena McKennitt

The Journey So Far

VA
Kissed By a Song

Graveyard
Hisingen Blues

Joni Mitchell
Clouds
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pressive distortion and noise values – pro-
bably that’s a result of the long concept 
evolution. 

Well, let’s get cracking! Quickly. I’m con-
necting the Lyra Etna, inserting the 100-
Ohm termination resistor, and there you 
go! That’s what I thought, at least… The 
Convergent JL1 apparently needs some 
tending before it really gets going. Firstly, 
the cable between Pre- and power amp 
isn’t as uncritical as I thought it would be 
– the American preamp announces its dis-
approval of the “wrong” interconnect with
a slightly dark and cloudy sound.

That can be corrected, though, and fi nal-
ly we arrived at a rather exotic cable from 
our colleagues in the Car HiFi department, 
as they had enough cables in the necessary 
length to choose from. And then there’s the 
100-Ohm termination of the Etna: This
confi guration sounded narrow and inhi-
bited, but 300 Ohm worked much better.
The virtual stage opened up as if by magic,
the midrange gained outlines and asser-
tiveness. The whole sound became more

The „Black-Path“ capacitors are 
a creation by Ken Stevens

RCA only: The Convergent has a 
strictly asymmetrical layout

Convergent SL1 „Legend“
· Price per pair: 21.000 Euro (incl. Phono)

· Distributor Bold High End Vertrieb, 
Frei-Laubersheim 

· Phone 06709 9119380 
· Internet www.bold-highend.de 
· W x H x D 490/135/310 mm
· Dimensions power 310 / 100 / 155 mm
· Weight 29 kg
· Warranty 5 years

In brief …
»	Defi	nitely	one	of	the	best	preamplifi	ers	ever.	

Extremely	 black	 background,	 super	
delicate	 resolution	 and	 equipped	
with	a	phono	module	that	probably	
can	hardly	be	beaten	even	with	ex-
ternal	solutions.

Lab comment
The phono MC frequency response of the SL1 
shows in an impressive way how well this 
preamp scores in the lab: Perfect linearity 
up to 70 kHz. Via the line inputs, it goes even 
well beyond 200 kHz. The signal-to-noise-
ratio is excellent: 90.6 dB (A) at the line 
input, 60 at phono MC. Channel separation 
is 80.8 (line) and 59.9 dB (MC) – outstan-
ding. Via the line inputs, distortion is only 
0.003 % – via Phono MC it’s 0.004 %. The 
power consumption of the Legend is around 
110 W.

Measurements

The power supply houses several control circuits and a huge transformer

S.2 und BU auf S.4 rechts oben: the preamp cabinet and the external power supply are 
firmly connected with each other -> the preamp cabinet and the external power supply 
are fixed to each other

S. 2: two pairs deal with high-level inputs , -> two pairs deal with high-level inputs,  
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The volume control switches 46 
different resistor pairs per channel

compelling and convincing. That sounded 
already very well, but it didn’t end here: 
The ultimate solution is to just leave the 
plug out completely and let the Etna run 
into 47 kOhm. If I had read the manual 
beforehand, I’d have known that this is ex-
actly what Mr. Stevens recommends to do. 
Quite a few experiments with miscellane-
ous bases (not so much was happening), 
power cables (same here), the positioning 
of the power supply and many things like 
that later I’ve “arrived”: The SL1 Legend 
finally lived up to its name. I regret it a 
bit to not have a Convergent power amp 
at my disposal – who knows what would 
have been possible in that case? On the 
other hand the Accuphase and Rowland  
amplifiers did an excellent job, so I’m 
lamenting on a high level. To cut the long 
story short: The Convergent sounds 
different than I expected it to sound. 

It’s not the fresh, casual “logger” I 
subconsciously anticipated. In reality it 
plays  with great finesse. This must not 
be mistaken with dynamic restraint; 
nothing could be further from the truth! 
The timbre is earthy, matured and very 
pleasant in an intuitive way. The 
Convergent even managed to extract a 
shocking amount of detail from Loreena 
McKennit’s “Best of” album, which – 
let’s say it like that – leaves some room 
for improvement on the technical side. 
My respect for the Legend is growing 
with the tasks I confront it with: The level 
of perfection it reveals with the new 
Dynaudio sampler “Kissed by a Song” is 
almost unbelievable; if you’ve ever wan-

The MC input transformer amplifies 
the signal by only 11 dB

The power supply is connected to the 
preamplifier with an extremely stiff cable 

Ten tubes on a Teflon board take on the amplification in the CAT
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ted to hear how incredibly precise analo-
gue technology can convey the illusion of 
a room and define positions in front of a 
virtual microphone, letting a voice sound 
as natural and uncontrived as, for example, 
Ulita Knaus’ on her “Baker Street” interpre-
tation, then I recommend that you arrange a 
meeting with this fantastic preamplifier. In 
the bass range it is tremendously 
powerful and defined, never boomy 
like other valves. Its overall qualities 
are definitely comparable to the top 
Audio Research separates, but it is 
blessed with a more natural character 
The stuff of legend? Certainly! 

Holger Barske




